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November is upon us and I am as behind as ever.  Too many 
pulls in too many directions but I am trying to simplify my life…
honest.  I can’t say the same for our club.  This is a busy month. 

At our next meeting there will be elections.  Please feel free to 
nominate any individual you feel could be an asset on the 
leadership team of our club.  New ideas (as well as young new 
members) are the life blood of any creative organization!  Also 
consider volunteering for filling the positions of webmaster, digital 
editor or workshop chairperson.  We function on the generous 
donation of time and talent of our members. 

Also, November marks the call for entries in the Year End 
Competition.  This year we have gone back to our old format of 
having both print and digital entries of your merit winning images.  
I have already sent out the rules and guidelines for entry and Ken 
is also publishing them in this newsletter.   

I sent out a feeler for interest in a meeting with Jim Richardson, 
National Geographic Photographer who is doing a multimedia 
presentation with the New West Symphony.  Since that time I 
have been in touch with Brooks Institute.  They are having him 
speak/present to their organization in the screening room on their 
campus in Ventura on Wednesday, November 4th at 1:00 PM.  It 
is open to the public.  Certainly this is going to be more oriented 
to photography and would encourage you to attend.  At the same 
time, don’t miss out on the symphony presentation.  They are a 
great organization with a talented orchestra and the combined 
program of music and visual art should be wonderful.   The 
Brooks Institute screening room is at 5301 N. Ventura Ave., 
Ventura, CA 93001.  Take a look at his website, 
jimrichardsonphotography.com. 

There has been a change in our judge for November.  Our 
originally scheduled judge was called on a job assignment. 

Through  t h e  Vi ew f i nd e r
From the Prez’s Pad 
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Prez Pad (cont’d) 

Bill Hendricks has graciously stepped in at the last minute.  I don’t consider Bill a fill-in.  Many of you 
know him but for those who don’t, Bill is a Brooks grad, has taught and is the department chair of 
photography at Ventura College for over 24 years.  His photography is evocative, mysterious but 
always meticulously composed.  He has had a long time interest in the culture of Cuba and has 
visited over 40+ times…sometimes teaching workshops but most often exploring the people and 
culture through his lens.   I look forward to his visit. 

Speaking of our judges, I have to sadly announce, for those who may not be aware of it, that our 
October judge, Steve Roosa, died last week, a mere 2 weeks after visiting with us.  Those who 
missed the meeting missed this engaging, witty, funny and informative person who happened also to 
be a photographer.  I am sorry we don’t have the opportunity to look forward to future visits.  Thank 
you, Steve. 

Our topic for November is Autumn Colors.  Remember to bring your prints for the Year End 
Competition.  Year End judging will take place in December and there will be no meeting that month. 

- Sal 
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Exploring Digital Photography with Photonaut 

Focusing on Moving Objects 

Once I finally got the chance to upload my Mugu Air Show images to my computer, I was 
extremely pleased to discover that 347 out of 350 images of fast moving aircraft were in 
sharp perfect focus!  All taken with a long handheld 400mm telephoto lens.  Typically in past 
years, I had to delete many air show images because they were blurry, slightly out of focus, 
or completely out of focus. 

The secret?  Use Canon’s AI Servo focus mode (Nikon calls it AF-C Autofocus 
Continuous), plus only use the center focus spot in the viewfinder, and smoothly track the 
moving subject for half a second to one full second (say “banana”!) with the shutter button 
half pressed (which activates the servo focus system and causes the computer in the 
camera to begin its "predictive focus algorithm”.  Then press the shutter button from half 
way down to fully down and take the shot or burst of shots while still smoothly keeping the 
subject under the center focus spot.  They will all be in perfect focus.  Believe it.  I have 
seen it, and done it countless times. 

During the "tracking phase" the camera is taking zillions of focus/distance measurements 
per second so it can predict exactly where the subject should be whenever you later fully 
press the shutter button and complete the shooting process.  When the mirror is flipping up 
and down, the phase focus sensors cannot see the subject, which is why being able to 
predict where a moving subject should be works well.  It takes a bit of practice to get used 
to the right way of doing it, sudden shutter pressing without first tracking, or not keeping the 
subject perfectly on the viewfinder focus spot while tracking, will throw the camera's 
calculations off, and that will increase the risk of a blurry shot. 

Why do I only use the center focus spot?  On my camera that is the only sensitive high 
precision focus spot.  Some newer cameras have multiple spots. 
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Exploring Digital Photography with Photonaut (cont’d) 

For the three Mugu air show images that were not in perfect focus out of the 350, I can tell 
the camera focused on the sky, because the jet is nowhere near the center of the frame, 
hence it was not under the center focus spot.  Operator error.  Hey, it happens.  Those jets 
are moving by incredibly fast, and sometime I feel like I am swinging a baseball bat just to 
keep the long lens pointed at them. 

Another recent example of where AI 
Servo focus was invaluable was at the 
recent Ojai Raptor Center open house.  I 
wanted really tight shots of the birds, but 
they were being held in or on the hands 
of attendants with outstretched arms, and 
those arms and hands were never still.  I 
was using a hand held zoom at 200 mm 
with very close focusing and wide 
apertures (to greatly blur the 
background), and I quickly noticed that 
with both the birds and I in constant 
motion plus the paper thin depth of field, 
the “normal” focusing mode wasn't 
cutting it.  I switched to AI Servo focus, 
and Voila!  Problem solved. 

I once read a recommendation that 
photographers should stand on a 
sidewalk and take practice shots of cars 
driving past on the road with a telephoto 
lens.  I have not done that, but one time I 
did something better, I had the opportunity to stand on the ground at a racetrack with a 200 
mm telephoto lens and take hundreds of practice shots of race cars zooming by 30 feet away 
from me at 100+ mph.  Examining the images on the back screen quickly showed me which 
motion focus and framing techniques were working, and which ones were not… 

Photonaut

Pygmy Owl - smaller than a hand
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2015 Suggested Photo Opportunities  

Individuals can use this information as suggested ideas/destinations for doing their own photography.  
The items shown in color are the ones that people have recently expressed the greatest interest in 
doing.  There are people in the club that have been to most of these destinations in the past few years, 
and can advise you on what you should expect to see and do if you go there.   

Within 45 miles:      Less than 100 miles: 
Loons Beach (Summerland)    Hollywood at Night 
El Matador Beach (Malibu)     Griffith Observatory at Sunset 
Ventura Mission      Morrow Bay 
Local Ventura Beach - Sunset       
Local Ventura Surfers (waterfront promenade) 
Local Downtown Ventura Architecture    More than 100 miles: 
Nite Shooting Downtown Ventura Main Street  Pt Lobos State Beach (Monterey/Carmel) 
Ventura City Hall      Mono Lake 
Butterfly Grove - Santa Barbara (Nov-Feb)  Huntington Beach 
Santa Barbara Zoo      Yosemite National Park 
Getty Museum/Center     Kings Canyon  
Anacapa Island (Island Packers Ventura Marina) Sequoia Park 
Topanga Park      Big Sur! 
Santa Barbara Mission 
Santa Barbara Botanical Garden   
Pt Mugu Air Show (Blue Angels)  

Image by Ron Brubaker 
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Club Announcements 

Membership Renewal 

Only members in good standing may submit images for judging.   If necessary, please talk to Joyce 
Schoppe, our Membership Chairperson, at the next meeting, or send an email to Joyce at: 

 membership@venturacountycameraclub.com  

  
Instructions for Digital Projection Entries!  

Please ensure your files are correctly labelled in accordance with the required format: 
      
Required:  LastnameFirstname_IMAGE TITLE_month-year_category.jpg 

example…  SmithJohn_ENTER AT OWN RISK_03-15_Assigned.jpg 

   JohnsonRobert_WILD WEST_04-15_Open.jpg 

All images submitted for projection must be in jpg format with pixel dimensions not to exceed 1024 
width and/or not to exceed 768 height (1024x768).  Images that exceed either of these dimensions will  
not be shown. 

Images must be emailed to:  digitalentries@venturacountycameraclub.com no later than 6:00 pm by the 
Monday prior to the meeting.   

Please Share Your Images! 

The digital Merit Award images from the previous meeting are normally displayed in each month’s 
Newsletter.  The Newsletter is normally posted to the Club’s website on the web.  If you want to share 
any of your special images, or PRINT MERITs in the Newsletter, please send the digital image files to:  

  editor@venturacountycameraclub.com  
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 

2015 Topic Assignment Schedule:

January: Eyes, the Window to the Soul 

February: Texture 

March: Golden Hour 

April:  Animal Close Ups (Wild or Domestic) 

May: No Assignment - print only competition 

June: Architectural Details 

July: Reflection Story 

August: Photojournalism  

September: No Assignment - print only competition - all Open 

October: Movement / Motion Blur 

November: Autumn Colors 

December: No Assignment - No Meeting - Year End digital & print Competition 

————————————————————————————————— 

2015 Refreshment Schedule: 

JAN - John Ferritto 

FEB: Bernie Goldstein 

MAR - Sal Santangelo 

APR - Bryan McCall 

MAY - Allyson Barnes 

JUN - Bruce & Joyce Schoppe 

JUL - Les Collier 

AUG - David Paumier 

SEP - JP Watson 

OCT - Ken MacGregor 

NOV - Marie Frick 
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 

Club Meeting Info: 

Please come to the next meeting of the Ventura County Camera Club on the second Wednesday of 
the month...  

Wednesday, November 11th, at 7 pm,  Poinsettia Pavilion, 3451 Foothill Rd, Ventura CA 93003. 

Our Scheduled Judge for November is:  Bill Hendricks  
www.focusonthemasters.com/Bill_Hendricks_MGUF.html 

www.hendricks-studios.com/ 

Our previously scheduled judge was unable to make our November meeting, so please thank Bill Hendricks at 
the meeting for agreeing to fill in at short notice! 

Future Club Workshops at the Poinsettia: 

Feb 2016 -  Hutch Hutchison 

“Flash Lighting - Part 1”  Using flash photography  

Covering a part of the first of three elements of an iconic photograph - Light, Composition, and Subject Interest 

Mar 2016  -  Hutch Hutchison 

“Flash Lighting - Part 2”  Flash photography.  Part two of above.   

Members should plan on attending part 1 to understand the details presented in part 2. 
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 

VCCC 2015 Year-End Print & Digital Competition 

Qualifying Images: 
Any print or digital image entered for critique during 2015 and receiving a “merit” is eligible.  If it did not 
receive a “print or digital merit”, it cannot be entered.  A member may enter an unlimited number of 
2015 “merit” winning images with no limit per category.  FYI, so far there are 204 eligible combined 
print or digital merits from 28 Club members. 

Format: 
Print or digital images may be entered.  Any “digital merit” may be entered for competition as a print if 
so desired. 
 Print guidelines: 

o Image entry not to exceed 16x20” 
o Labeled on the back near the top: 

▪  Photographer’s name,  
▪ Category,  
▪ Title     
▪ and the words “Year-End Competition. 

 Digital image guidelines: 
o The usual digital entry format, size and resolution (jpeg, not to exceed 1024x768 pixels)  
o File named - LastnameFirstname_CATEGORY_TITLE_Yearend    

One may “massage” the post processing of either a print or digital image to take advantage of a judge’s 
suggestions but it should not be substantially changed from the originally submitted image.  

All images, print or digital, must have the same title as when originally submitted.  All images 
for this competition have to be re-submitted for this judging! 

When:  
A print entered for critique at the November 11th general meeting that receives a “merit” qualifies for 
entry into the year-end competition.  Any digital image entered for critique at the November 11th general 
meeting that receives a “merit” will be allowed to be entered as a print. 

You may bring your qualifying print entries to the November 11th general meeting but all prints 
must be submitted to Susannah Kramer no later than Wednesday, November 25, 2015. 

All digital entries must be submitted via the “digital entries” email between Wednesday 
November 11 and Wednesday November 25, 2015. 

Prints will be returned to you after the January 27, 2016 banquet. 

Judging: 
Our scheduled judges are Sherron Sheppard, George Hutchinson, and Anne Hutton. 

Awards: 
1st, 2nd and 3rd place ribbons will be awarded per category.  However, each member can only win one 
“place” ribbon per category, with the exception of honorable mentions (HM) or judge’s choice (JC). 

THERE WILL NOT BE A GENERAL CLUB MEETING IN DECEMBER. 
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Club Announcements (cont’d) 

VCCC 2015 Year-End Print & Digital Competition 

Categories: 
1. Landscape:  

• Rural or urban 
• Waterscapes 
• Cityscapes 
• Sunsets 
• Outdoor scenic 

2. Wildlife: 
• In its natural environment or habitat 
• Nature images of animals, insects, etc. 
• No pets or domestic animals (a different category) 

3. Urban / Photojournalism: 
Photos that tell a story (not contrived) 

• People candid’s 
• Story-telling news 
• Sports / action 
• Social / public events 
• Human interest 
• Architecture 
• Environmental portraits 

4. Portraits / Still Life: 
Intended to be portraits or still life, which allow “setting up for the shot” 

• Formal or informal portraits 
• Group portraits 
• Animals or pet portraits 
• Still life (any kind) 

5. Botanic: 
Can be shot in natural or studio setting 

• Flowers 
• Vegetables 
• Fruits 
• Plants 
• Floral portraits 
• Close-up images of flowers 

6. Abstract / Digital Art / Other: 
Photos manipulated for artistic purposes, and miscellaneous “other” images 

• Digital art 
• Special effects 
• Altered reality 
• Creative patterns 
• Textured images 
• Abstracts 

7. B&W 
Black and white, monochrome or sepia (any subject) 

The judges and/or the pre-judging committee may transfer any entry to another category if they 
feel the entry is obviously entered in a wrong category. 
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Other Announcements 

LAST CALL to enter the 2015 City of Ventura Photo Contest: 
  

ENTRY DEADLINE: November 4, 2015 

Amateur and professional photographers of all ages are invited to enter the 12th annual City of Ventura 
digital photography contest in 5 categories: 
Architecture * People Portraits * Community Life * Altered Images * Environment 

All entries are eligible to be featured in city print and electronic publications with photo credit. 
Entering is easy, free and by email 

  
Visit  cityofventura.net/photocontest 

for contest and entry guidelines 
   

For questions please contact Richard Newshamat 805/658-4706 or rnewsham@cityofventura.net 

—————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thousand Oaks Members Exhibition: 

Ventura County Camera Club members are invited to see the Thousand Oaks Members Exhibition of 
some of their best photography. You’ll see about 80 images from 30+ artists, some from present & 
some from former VCCC club members.  The showings will remain on display until December 14th. - 

Galleria @ The Hillcrest Center for the Arts at 403 West Hillcrest Drive, Thousand Oaks, 91360. 

Just behind the Oaks Shopping Center…  

——————————————————————————————————————————                              
  

Ojai Photography Club: 

The Ojai Photography Club welcomes the return of Ines Labunski Roberts, internationally recognized 
Santa Barbara photographer, as the presenter for its November meeting.  The meeting will begin at 
7:00 pm on Tuesday, November 17, at Help of Ojai’s Kent Hall, 111 Santa Ana Street, Ojai, CA. The 
event is free and the public is cordially invited to attend. 

For this event Roberts will present a slide/music show titled “Our Values,” contrasting the beauty of 
nature with the environmental damage caused by our neglect of the earth. 

For additional information please visit: www.ojaiphotoclub.com/.
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Club Merit Awards  

Results of October 2015 Meeting  

Judge: Steve Roosa 

Digital Assigned: 

“Cliff Hanger” by JP Watson 
“Blue Angels Vapor” by JP Watson 

  
Digital Open: 

“Spanish Shaw” by Chris Borel 
“Flying Trio” by John Ferritto 

“White Tips” by Ken MacGregor 
“Mountain Reflections” by Ed Pinsky  

“Orange, White and Blue” by Sal Santangelo  

Print Assigned: 

“Swingers” by Bernie Goldstein 
“Fluidity” by Albert Huen 

“Poetry in Motion” by Albert Huen 
“Motion Blur” by Israel Rios 

Print Open: 

“Rush Hour” by Chris Borel 
“Staying on Top” by Bernie Goldstein 

“Strolling Ruby Beach” by Bernie Goldstein 
“Pink Flower” by Susannah Kramer 

“Rainbow Glare” by Israel Rios 
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Club Merit Images 

“Blue Angels Vapor” by JP Watson

“Flying Trio” by John Ferritto
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Club Merit Images (cont’d) 

“Spanish Shaw” by Chris Borel

“Pink Flower” by Susannah Kramer
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Club Merit Images (cont’d) 

VENTURA COUNTY CAMERA CLUB              THROUGH THE VIEWFINDER NOV 2015

“Mountain Reflections” by Ed Pinsky

“White Tips” by Ken MacGregor
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Club Merit Images (cont’d)

“Orange, White and Blue” by Sal Santangelo 

“Cliff Hanger” by JP Watson
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Professional Support  
Below are some of the local professional photographers that have been gracious in providing their free 
time as judges to attend and critique member’s images at our recent Club meetings.  Thank you all for 
supporting our Club! 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Sherron Sheppard: 
http://www.sherronsheppard.com      http://www.sheppardphotography.com

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Dan Holmes Photography Workshops, Tours, and Photo Adventures: 
http://www.danholmesphoto.com/Danholmesphoto.com/Workshops.html

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Robert Fields Fine Art Travel Photography 
http://www.robertfields.com 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Mark Jansen (& Holly Higbee-Janzen) Photography and Expedition Workshops: 
 http://www.jansenphotoexpeditions.com/Pages/default.aspx

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Sam and Patricia Gardner - Medici Portraiture Studio 
http://www.mediciportraiture.com/about-medici-portraiture/meet-the-artists-sam-patricia-gardner-fine-art-
photographer 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Gary Moss Photography - (Gary is Photo Editor of 805 Living Magazine) 
http://www.garymossphotography.com 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Chris Zsarnay  -  Z Studios 
http://www.zstudios.com 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Greg Cooper - Brooks Institute 
email:  gcooper@brooks.edu 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Bill Hendricks - Ventura College 
http://www.hendricks-studios.com 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Matt Haines 
http://matthainesphotography.com 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Ines Roberts 
https://sites.google.com/site/ccccangle/bios/ines-roberts 
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Club Officials for 2015 

President:  
Sal Santangelo  
---------------------------------------------

Vice President:                         
Ken MacGregor 

Treasurer:                       
Susannah Kramer 

Judge Coordinator:                                
Bernie Goldstein 

Memberships:                         
Joyce Schoppe 

Website:                                    
Ilka Boogaard  

Newsletter:                               
Ken MacGregor 

Digital Image Entries:          
Albert Huen 

Workshops:                         
Denise Wenger 

Photo Opportunities:                            
JP Watson 
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